INFORMATION SHEETS

INFORMATION SHEET 3: Landscape and Services Symbols

**Landscape Symbols**

- boundary
- fence
- wall
- roadway
- path
- embankment
- grass
- paving
- buildings
- river
- water (lake/pond)
- marsh
- hedge
- shrub
- tree
- north point
- scale bar
- direction of prevailing wind

**Symbols for Electrical Services**

- ceiling point lighting
- fuseboard
- wall mounted light
- smoke alarm
- double socket
- TV point
- double switch
- telephone

**Symbols for Plumbing and Drainage**

- RWP rainwater pipe
- CWT cold water tank
- WP waste pipe
- HWC hot water cylinder
- G gully outlet
- R radiator
- MH manhole
- valve or cock
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